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Vision

From blockchain for real estate to a zero emission world.

Becoming zero emission may be both the greatest environmental challenge 
& the greatest financial opportunity of our generation.

Large commercial buildings still cause 33% of global climate changing greenhouse gasses.  

Reducing their emissions can unlock more than $6.5 trillion in global value.

We can do this now through blockchain.



Status Quo

Siloed data limits insight & system trust

Traditional economies make it hard for buildings to go “Blue” 
because data is trapped in separate industry verticals.

If building owners want to act, they don’t have the tools they  
need to rationalize upgrades to their investors or to see what  
works consistently.

They can’t prove the value or the risk of moving forward,  
because the data they use doesn’t paint the full picture.

utilities buildings investors

$ $ $



How does Bluenote solve this?

Think of it this way. Driving apps like Google Maps and WAZE, use data from the crowd 
to show everyone the fastest pathway to travel. Cars save time and use less gas.

12MINUTES
24MINUTES



How does Bluenote solve this?

If commercial buildings were cars, they would be trying to find the best pathway
to use less energy. That’s because buildings that spend less on electricity are more profitable.

Globally commercial buildings spend
$2.2T/year on electricity.

Using 30% less energy is worth
$657B every year



Market Basics

New technology is creating new opportunities at the nexus of energy and real estate.

$657B
Market size of reducing 30% global  

electricity use. At $0.10/KwH
Commercial buildings use more than 12%  

of global electricity (22 million GwH/yr)
Energy is more digital and decentralized:  

IOT, renewables, batteries



Real Estate Basics

Buildings that increase profits by using less energy are more valuable.

$6.5T
Potential increase in global asset value  

attainable through a 30% reduction
in energy cost

10X
Building valuations are based on a  

multiple of annual revenue
(varies by location and building)

28%
Buildings spend a large percentage of  
operating budgets on electricity costs  

(varies by location and building)



Why hasn’t this been done before?

Huge multinational ESCOs like GE and ABB don’t show their customers multiple pathways.
As a result, buildings know they don’t have all of the information, so they can’t quantify
how much value ESCOs actually provide. Investors and building owners can’t make decisions,  
because there is no verified trusted data.



Share all possible pathways in an open blockchain based Bluenote Protocol.
Buildings get rewarded in Bluenote tokens when they share their energy or financial 
performance data.

The Bluenote Solution



Bluenote Protocol

1. Connects through existing systems like smart meters and building  
management systems, as well as building financial systems.

2. Verifies performance as to which specific technologies create the most value.

3. Data is linked to a distributed ledger, so it can be audited to its source 
and trusted by everyone. It doesn’t go through the filter of existing propriety
systems which are designed to limit data access and insight.

4. Participants are rewarded in Bluenote tokens for connecting their data to
the Protocol.

5. Multiple industries in the energy value chain can benefit from using the data 
on the Bluenote Protocol to prove the value of business opportunities in
real time.



Example: changing a light bulb could be worth $500

Baseline

Incandescent
60 watts
$55/yr

Retrofit

LED
6watts
$5/yr

Cost ∆

$50/yr

Building valuation ∆
@ 10x multiple

$500



Bluenote Token

Is based on the ERC20 token

Tokens can be earned by  
uploading and sharing building  
data on the Bluenote Protocol,  
traded with other participants  
or purchased on participating  
exchanges.



Bluenote Economy

Participants trade tokens

Virtuous cycle

Reward Network



Confidential Big Data

As more data becomes linked through the Bluenote Protocol,
third party applications will be able to mine the large data network  
while preserving confidentiality of the buildings sharing data.

If your data is used, 
confidentially or anonymously, 
you get a share of Bluenote
tokens from the sale of services.

Shared data is used confidentially  
and anonymously and rewarded in
Bluenote tokens from the sale of services.



How does it work in the real world?



Token Economy Growth Strategy

Bluenote Team will  
launch activity through  
multiple channels.



Bluenote Token Distribution Model

Tokens allocated to Founders and Bluenote World AG
are subject to a 24 month vesting period.

DRAFT version - content subject to change



Bluenote Private Sale

Timing

Until June 15, 2018 or 
CHF 5,000,000 is 
raised, whichever
comes first

Bonus structure

• Minimum purchase 
CHF 2,500
100% bonus tokens

• Purchases over 
CHF 100,000 
150% bonus tokens

Private Sale cap

• CHF 5,000,000 

KYC

• Tokens are reserved
once the KYC process
has been completed
and payment received

• Trading on exchanges  
to commence as soon
as possible after the
TGE

DRAFT version - content subject to change



Bluenote Token Generation Event
Token Name Bluenote
Token Symbol BNOW
Total Number of Tokens - Supply 12,500,000,000
Public Sale 6,500,000,000 (52.00%)

Reward Pool 2,500,000,000.   (20.00%)

The Reward Pool will be established to
seed the Bluenote Protocol with quality
building data as a kickstart to the Bluenote 
token economy.

Fractions 18 decimals
Blockchain Ethereum - ERC20

Sale Period Private Sale Until June 15th, 2018 or CHF 5,000,000 is 
raised, whichever comes first.

Public Sale Starts within 6 months from the end of the
private sale.

Accepted Currencies ETH
Minimum Goal CHF 2,500,000
Maximum Goal (Private Sale + Public Sale) CHF 32,500,000
Bonus Periods To be announced prior to Public Sale
Bonus Levels To be announced prior to Public Sale

KYC (know your customer) Yes
Token Price 1 Bluenote token = CHF 0.01
Token Price in ETH Public Sale To be set at 24 hours prior to Public Sale
Minimum Buy-in (Private Sale) CHF 2,500
Minimum Buy-in (Public Sale) CHF 100

DRAFT version - content subject to change



Team

Philippe Tarbouriech  
CTO

Computer scientist and  
data management

Hans Tobé  
CFO

Former CFO of Netherlands Center  
for Trade Promotion

Greg Cooper  
Advisor

Commercial real estate broker  
and developer

Jeremy Adelman  
Co-Founder

Energy technology venture capitalist  
and private equity manager

Hester Kranendonk  
Community Mgr.

International corporate law
and finance attorney

Francisco Gordillo  
Advisor

Blockchain economics
expert

Michiel Frackers  
Chairman

Former founder of NL’s largest  
independent telecom company

Andrew Barbeau  
Co-Founder

Energy market, energy efficiency,  
and regulatory policy expert

Ralf Glabischnig  
Advisor

Blockchain dynamics and  
crypto token expert



Appendix



Bluenote Market Size Massive Potential Value



Analysis

Increasing building efficiency increases NOI & IRR



How It Works

Less energy in buildings = less CO2 emission



1. Reward Network

Pricing set by usage 

Confidentiality guaranteed

Data is shared,
not centralized  
on a platform



2. Verify Performance

Immutability & Trust

Traced to source  

Consistency check



3. Actionable Insights

Applications add value

Decentralization  
& transparency

Bluenote developed
& third party developed
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